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P

lease join us for this year’s EMHW Annual Business Meeting on Saturday,
September 12th, at our new location, the Woburn Elks Lodge in Woburn. Our
Keynote Speaker this year is Laurie Goodrich, Director of Long Term Monitoring,
Hawk Mountain Sanctuary, Kempton, PA. Laurie’s topic is “Chasing Broad-wings to
Brazil and Back: The Ecology and Conservation of a Long-Distance Migrant.” This will
include the results of a new study involving the life cycle of Broad-winged Hawks in
Pennsylvania. Additionally, there will be a Live Broad-winged Hawk Demonstration by
Mass Audubon’s Drumlin Farm Wildlife Sanctuary that will be given before Laurie’s
presentation. Other highlights include the annual election for the Board of Directors,
listing of Fall Hawk Watch sites, refreshments, raffle prizes and invited vendors. Please
see page 2 for more detailed information about the meeting and guest speakers, and
page 9 for directions to the Woburn Elks Lodge. We hope to see you there! 

Message from the President
by Ursula Goodine

To Promote the Study, Conservation and Preservation of Hawks...
This worthy purpose is at the heart Eastern Mass Hawk Watch, and the goal to which
we strive. Founded by Paul and Julie Roberts in 1976, our club initially began as a small
group of birders that shared a similar interest. Observing raptor migration proved to be
an addictive force that drew many to the fledgling group. Soon, it became apparent that
reporting the numbers and species seen was just as important as recording them, so
Paul submitted his statistics to the newly formed Hawk Migration Association of North
America (HMANA). A Board of Directors was then formed to help guide what was to
become the EMHW mission.
As membership grew in numbers, it was suggested that dues be collected to help with
various expenses. The ten dollar fee proved to be a valuable resource in the ensuing
years, as attention was drawn to certain worthy hawk-related projects that needed
assistance. Though our purse is modest, we believe in providing whatever financial
help possible, as well as being a source of encouragement. Those ideals have proven to
serve us and the hawk watching community well. Money is given by the Board to either
an individual or an organization that is performing a benevolent service on behalf of
raptors. During the last ten years, we have dispersed over eleven thousand dollars that
have helped to fund raptor initiatives.
Members are familiar with Tom Sayers and his Northeast Connecticut Kestrel Project
(NECKP), as Tom was the keynote speaker at our annual meeting last September. This
worthy endeavor has achieved enormous success in promoting the nesting, banding
and tracking of the American Kestrel, whose numbers have been in a decline. Tom has
banded over 500 fledglings, and that number is sure to rise with the 2015 nesting season
that is underway.
Joey Mason’s Keeping Company with Kestrels Inc. has been a recipient because of her
work, not only with the American Kestrel, but also with the Burners and Raptors
continued on page 10 →
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Annual Meeting

Details and Description

Date & Time:

**SATURDAY**, September 12, 2015
6:00 pm Social Hour
7:00-9:00 pm Meeting & Keynote

Location:

Woburn Elks Lodge
295 Washington Street, Woburn, MA (directions on page 9)

Keynote Speaker: Laurie Goodrich, Ph.D.
Senior Monitoring Biologist, Hawk Mountain Sanctuary
Keynote Topic:

Chasing Broadwings to Brazil and Back: The Ecology and
Conservation of a Long-Distance Migrant

In 2014, Hawk Mountain launched a new full life-cycle study of the ecology of
Broad-winged Hawks in Pennsylvania, including nesting behavior, habitat use,
and migration biology. Broadwings, although still common, have declined in
some regions. We hope the research will help elucidate conservation issues facing
this forest raptor. In 2014 four female birds, three juvenile and one adult, were
marked with satellite transmitters and followed to wintering grounds. In 2015, the
team hopes to mark an additional eight adults, either on nesting territories or in
migration. Three nests were monitored with nest cameras providing an up-close
look at nesting ecology and prey taken. In the talk we will share our findings on
habitat, food taken, and migration patterns. 

Broad-Winged Hawk:
A Live Demonstration
There will be a live demonstration
of a Broad-winged Hawk provided
by a Mass Audubon naturalist
from the Drumlin Farm Bird
Sanctuary in Lincoln, MA. The
Broad-winged Hawk (BW) is a
small, compact buteo that breeds
in mixed deciduous-coniferous
forests from eastern and northern
© Shawn Carey
North America, west to Alberta,
and south to east Texas and
northern Florida. With a chunky body, large head, broad wings and distinct
black and white bands on the tail, the BW is somewhat larger than an American
Crow. In fall, multitudes of these migrants begin their mass exodus to the delight
of hawk watchers, especially in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Barre
Falls Dam, Mount Watatic, and Wachusett Mountain are sites that can boast
about counting vast numbers of this species. In the fall of 2013, armies of these
travelers were tallied with a record 35,070 passing by Wachusett Mountain. What
appears to be a bubbling cauldron or “kettle” contains hundreds and sometimes
thousands of these birds, providing one of the greatest spectacles of fall migration
as they fly south to winter in Central America and northern South America.
There is a small population that will only travel so far as Florida. Please join us as
we observe and learn more about this impressive raptor. 

Plus: Our annual business meeting including the vote for board members,
information on fall sites, vendors, raffle prizes and refreshments!
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Laurie J. Goodrich is Director
of Long-term Monitoring at Hawk
Mountain Sanctuary in Kempton,
Pennsylvania. Her work includes
coordinating
Hawk
Mountain’s
migration counts, acting as liaison
with other North American raptor
migration sites and the Veracruz
(Mexico) River of Raptors program,
and conducting research on migration
ecology and forest nesting birds. She
recently began a new study on nesting
and migration ecology of Broadwinged Hawks.
Laurie received her Ph.D. in Ecology
from Penn State University in 2010 on
The Stopover Behavior and Ecology of
Autumn-Migrating Raptors, and a M.S.
in Ecology from Rutgers University in
1982 on Least Terns. Currently she
is Vice-Chair of the Hawk Migration
Association of North America,
and serves on the Pennsylvania
Ornithological Technical Committee
and the Berks Conservancy Natural
Resource Committee. She is a member
of many scientific societies including
AOU, RRF, WOS, AFO and PSO.
NOTE: Laurie is also lead author of
The Birds of North America Broadwinged Hawk account. She authored
the original report and the revision in
2014.

The Great Swallow-Tailed Kite Invasion Of 2015
by Michael Brokenshire, Pilgrim Heights Contributor

T

he Hawk Watch at Pilgrim Heights officially began in the
spring of 1999 under the auspices Mass Audubon’s Wellfleet
Bay Sanctuary. As a rule we’ve gotten a fairly good cross section
of spring migrants, mostly first year birds that hadn’t yet learned
that Cape Cod is pretty much a dead end. Continuing north
means a 70 mile flight over water to Cape Ann, so most birds
turn around and fly back to the mainland before resuming their
path north. As adults, most birds seem to remember not to come
out here.
Like every other hawk watch we have our rarities. Although
immature Bald Eagles are regular
migrants, only one adult has been
recorded. Mississippi Kites are
another example. The Kites are
more frequent than Bald Eagles,
but still make a red letter day
when they put in an appearance.
We’ve gotten anywhere from
zero to eleven in a season. Don
Manchester, our senior counter,
once had nine in one day! In
addition to these, we have had
two “grail” birds; ones that had
been seen on the Cape but never
at the official hawk watching site,
consequently not entered into our
record book. Those are Golden
Eagles and Swallow-tailed Kites. Golden Eagles in New England
are of course beyond rare, but the Swallow-tailed Kites had been
recorded a number of times (2 or 3 sightings within the borders
of Truro), without getting out to Pilgrim Heights to be counted.
In May of 2009, two Swallow-tails (and possibly three) were seen
in Brewster, which gave us all hope. On the 31st there were 7 or
8 observers at the watch for a hand full of Vultures, Ospreys, and
Broad-wings. The afternoon was slow and by 2 o’clock everyone
had drifted away, except Don and myself: diehards who thought
we’d give it one more hour. At around 2:30, the Swallow-tail put
in his appearance over the ridge to our south. I don’t think the
bird ever got closer than a quarter mile from us, just recognizable
in photographs taken with our 400mm lenses. Definitely our
biggest day in ten years! We really felt bad for all of our friends

who had gone home an hour too early.
Fast forward to 2015: on Sunday afternoon, April 12th, I was
driving home after a rather unremarkable day at Pilgrim Heights.
As I came over a hill in Truro near the Wellfleet town line, there
appeared the unmistakable form of a Swallow-tailed Kite headed
in my direction, just a few hundred yards away! I slammed on
my brakes, skidded to a stop, grabbed my camera, and jumped
out of the truck. The bird was overhead, but before I could focus
the lens, it had gone behind the trees and was headed north.
Back in the truck, I hung a “U” turn in the middle of Route 6 and
took off in pursuit. I hadn’t gone
more than 300 feet when not one,
but two kites flew across the road
in front of me and disappeared
over the trees to the west. I drove
around looking for the better part
of an hour, but couldn’t find them.
We went out to Pilgrim Heights
early the next morning in hopes of
catching the kites either heading
north or back to the mainland.
No such luck. In five hours we
had just 18 birds, none of which
were kites. Our faith however, was
© Michael Brokenshire
restored on the way home. At the
same point on the road where I
had seen them the day before, the kites were back. For about 20
minutes, two of them flew back and forth over the road allowing
both Don and I to get numerous photos. The birds then moved
off to our north a few of hundred yards away, where they were
joined by a third kite and then a fourth! I don’t know how many
times the word “unbelievable” was uttered that afternoon, but it
was a lot.
Surprisingly, the kites stayed in the same area for a week.
Although all four were not seen together again, sightings of
single birds and pairs continued until Saturday, April 18th, when
one graced us with an appearance at Pilgrim Heights.
We still haven’t seen a Golden Eagle. 

Want to Go Hawk Watching?

Visit the EMHW website for details and directions to individual sites across
Massachusetts. Also included on the website are a list of resources, field guides, and a
Visit www.massbird.org/EMHW
printable copy of the HMANA Daily Report Form (DRF) you can take with you into
the field so you can record your sightings. Whether you plan to spend a few hours, few days, or few weeks watching the movement of hawks
at your favorite spot, it is important to record what you see. This information helps EMHW gather an understanding of raptor migration
in our area. Send completed DRF’s to: Paul Roberts, 254 Arlington Street, Medford, MA 02155.
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What’s Your Bird?

by Steve Anderson, EMHW Recording Secretary

I

‘ve crammed and jammed all manner of stuff into my memory
bank. But I never developed an ear or taste for poetry, so only
a few cents worth of it are on deposit there. Of that small literary
coin collection, one is my favorite. Short, sweet and sublimely
simple, “Dust of Snow” was written by Robert Frost in 1923. My
sister Carol passed it on to me many years ago.
Dust of Snow by Robert Frost
The way a crow
Shook down on me
The dust of snow
From a hemlock tree
Has given my heart
A change of mood
And saved some part
Of a day I had rued.
Back in the distant past of my late teens, I had an encounter with
a bird which altered the course of my life. During the “summer
of love”, I had fallen fast and hard for the cutest flower child to
ever don a tie-dyed tank top. The three year age difference meant
nothing to us, but was a concern to her parents. They reluctantly
accepted our romance, expecting it to end when I returned to
college. I spent most of my weekends hitching home, over 200
miles each way, for a Saturday night date. Autumn leaves faded
and fell, and that brown blanket soon would be covered with a
comforter of winter white. Then two weeks before Christmas, my
sweetheart’s father invited me on their family Florida vacation!

With shock and disbelief, I composed myself and gladly accepted
the offer. That January outing to Ding Darling on Sanibel Island
would prove fateful and memorable. Maybe it was a test of sorts,
or part of some vetting process; I won’t ever really know.
Sarah and her parents were serious birders, well-equipped with
an abundance of gear, experience and knowledge to share with
me. I couldn’t tell a grackle from a grebe or a spoonbill from a
stork, but they had welcomed me into their world, and I began to
feel a strong sense of its appeal and allure. As we rode along the
gravel road, I found myself stunned by the beauty, diversity and
sheer numbers of birds on display. We decided to leave the car
and walk for a while. The events that unfolded during the next
few minutes are clearly, firmly and permanently etched in my
mind. We hadn’t gone far when a loud rustling sound stopped us
in our tracks. We all scanned the dense foliage of the mangrove
trees, but couldn’t pinpoint its source. Then the action got fast
and furious. There was another flurry of noise, and a large bird
broke through the thick leaves and perched on an exposed branch
ten feet in front of us. Seconds later, the predator launched itself
steeply down into a small ditch. The thrashing and squealing that
followed didn’t last long, for the struggle was brief. The raptor
emerged from below us with blood on its beak and a rat gripped
tightly in its talons. An audible burst of wing beats powered the
Red-shouldered Hawk’s escape. We could only watch in silent
awe as it flew out of sight.
The question of how four people, a hawk and a rodent came to
continued on next page →

Herman D’Entremont, 1931-2015

Herman D’Entremont, who passed away in January 2015, will be sorely missed.
Herman was an important formative force in the lives of generations of birders
in Massachusetts. His enthusiasm for birding and birders was limitless and
contagious, not self-serving or competitive. Most people came to know Herman
through his roles in the Brookline Bird Club, leading many local field trips and
serving as a director of the club for 34 years. He was the pioneer in organizing
pelagic birding trips in Massachusetts.
Herman also was the best birding friend a new birder could have. He always
welcomed new, inexperienced birders and worked to help them see birds and
understand what they were seeing. We perhaps did not fully appreciate his fortitude
and courage—and his incredibly deep love of birds—until his later years, when he
battled poor health and physical limitations but continued to bird actively.
Herman was not a long-term member of EMHW, but he helped teach many who
are members of our club about birding and he enjoyed looking at hawks. Last fall,
with the new observation tower and handicapped access at Wachusett Mountain,
Herman’s devoted wife Eva Casey was able to bring him up for a day’s hawk
watching. He delighted at seeing Broad-winged Hawks, Bald Eagles and more moving south. I shall always remember his visit there
that day, as he really enjoyed himself. More important, I’ll always remember how he helped new birders learn and enjoy the world
that meant so much to him. Would that we could all walk in his footsteps. – Paul Roberts
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From Tragedy To Triumph
by Ursula Goodine, EMHW President

A

pair of Peregrine Falcons had enjoyed a committed relationship with each other since 2005, having raised a total
of nineteen chicks and fostering one other. He was hatched in
a 2000 Fall River nest, and she from the Custom House Tower
in 2002. They experienced failures, eggs that weren’t viable because of adverse weather conditions and improper nest gravel
that rendered their eggs perforated. Yet, they continued in the
pursuit of perpetuating their species, and began to be fruitful.
This success further cemented their loyalty, until tragedy struck
in June of 2014. The female had just hatched four chicks two
weeks earlier, when her mate had a collision with a building
and was killed instantly! Their alliance had come to an abrupt
end. My husband Dave and I were called in to retrieve his body,
which we delivered to Tom French*. Nothing could describe the
loss we felt, that was compounded by knowing that this surviving female would have to rear her young alone. For days, she
sat on the perch calling for him, to no avail. The instinct to feed
and protect her young was strong and she did manage to fulfill
both roles, those of hunter and protector. Tom decided to alleviate stress by adding supplemental food to the nest that was
delivered by Anne Gagnon of the Mass Fisheries and Wildlife
Staff. This seemed to help the situation and was continued for
some time.
Eleven days after the misfortune, a “floater” was seen canvassing the area. Floaters are breeding-age adults, who at times take
advantage of such a deficit. Tom says that “Peregrines mate for
life but they don’t mourn,” so replacing a lost partner is natural.
Eventually, at least two floaters seemed interested in claiming
the territory, this female and her young. The chicks had quickly
grown in size and were getting ready to fledge. At this time in
their development, Peregrine Patrol (PP) as we call it, is a necessary effort that ensures the safety of the fledglings as they take
their first leap. While on PP, we received a call from Tom to say
that an adult Peregrine was reported injured nearby, and asked
if we would investigate. We did manage to find the bird, who

had a deep, bleeding laceration on his wing. Also discovered
were black and green tags on the left tarsus, which indicated
that this male was banded. A closer look revealed the numbers
and letters that were familiar to us. He had hatched in a nearby
city in 2010 and we had been present at his banding! This realization made saving this bird even more important. Upon capturing him, we called Tom to say that he was alive and needed
to go to the Tufts Wildlife Clinic in Grafton, MA. He suggested
that we meet halfway so that he could take the bird there while
we returned to PP duty.
After 12 weeks of dedicated care, the Falcon was released from
Grafton and found his way BACK to the city where he was
grounded, some 35 miles away! Now we have no way of knowing, but was this male one of the two floaters who were in an
altercation while vying for the attentions of the widowed female? There were no witnesses to such an event, but his wounds
were consistent with a battle injury. During his recuperation,
another floater arrived to woo the female, staying for weeks.
This interloper had an intense dislike for the four juveniles that
she had so lovingly raised. He did his best to chase them from
their home, and this monstrous behavior caused the young to
leave for parts unknown. Meanwhile, having recovered from his
wound, the ardent admirer returned to the territory and banished his competitor, who never returned.
Having survived their unique challenges, this new pair began
bonding and establishing their own special kinship that led to
a successful coupling in spring of 2015. Attentive and protective parents of four chicks, they have triumphantly established a
new dynasty that will hopefully continue in the years ahead.
* Thomas French, PhD. Assistant Director, Natural Heritage &
Endangered Species Program, Division of Massachusetts Fisheries
& Wildlife. 

What’s Your Bird (continued from previous page)
cross paths in the vast realm of time and space is a deep one. The answer requires introspection; this search lies at the core of every
person’s journey through life. I believe it was providence, and not mere chance, which set up that Florida trip and orchestrated the
incident that shaped my future. The meet-up with a hidden hawk sparked my lifelong interest in birds and birding. It also triggered
my passionate love of all avian hunters, from kestrels to kites through eagles and owls. But I received far greater gifts from Buteo
lineatus: the people who have become the most important part of my life today.
Sarah and her bridesmaids danced barefoot at our outdoor wedding. A year later we welcomed the arrival of a baby boy, who is now
grown, with a wonderful wife and son of his own. And then, of course, are the good folks of EMHW. My connection to you kindred
spirits is as strong as any family tie. Come what may, we’re all in this together.
So now, you have the story of me and my bird. What’s yours? I’d love to hear about it! 
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Gyrfalcon, Chapter Two
by Tom Graham, EMHW Member

W

OW, WOW, WOW, that’s all I could say… How could
this happen again, the second year in a row? In March,
another Gyrfalcon had been spotted in New Hampshire, and was
seen making her way to the coast. Taking the day off, I made a
quick call to Paul Roberts, and in no time we were headed to the
docks in Wells, Maine. We were not alone. With scopes at the
ready, our search began, but was short lived when Paul called out
“there is the bird!”
All heads turned to gaze in wonder at this dark phase King of the
Falcons, except that it was a Queen. Heavily bodied and weighing
in at 4 pounds, she was about 24 inches in length with a 4 foot
wingspan. We watched in fascination as the bird sat and preened
© Tom Graham

for a few minutes before taking off and flying across the marsh,
flapping and gliding with a strength that was unbelievable. I
have seen many Peregrine Falcons in flight and there is quite a
difference: the Gyr is more powerful and you can see that. We
watched the bird fly down the river and around a corner out of
view. We searched for the next few hours, never seeing it again.
There was no disappointment though; this sighting made my
year.
About three weeks later, I got a message that the same bird was
seen in Hampton, New Hampshire, my home turf. A dash for
the camera and a fast trip to potential places took me to the
Yankee Coop, where I watched as the Gyr came flying across the
inlet at quite a pace. Paul was on speed dial, and I alerted him
to what was happening before me. After throwing the phone in
the truck, I grabbed my camera and began shooting. Few things
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get me really excited (I’m too cool for that stuff), but this was
different. The predator’s intent was focused on a Herring Gull
that she smashed into, sending it into the water. She landed on
the beach in front of it but didn’t seem interested in her prey any
longer. These gulls are large birds but not really a match for a
Gyrfalcon. My camera couldn’t shoot fast enough; I didn’t want
to miss a frame. More birders appeared and everyone watched
this creature with their jaws dropping to the ground. There was
lots of chatter and more pictures when she flew up to a pole as
snow began falling. What a scene! Eventually, this charismatic
falcon took flight, gliding out to a clam bar in the harbor. No, she
didn’t eat the gull. It had recovered from the assault and luckily
flew away. A few days later, the Gyr was back in Maine.
After returning from a
trip to Florida, I took a
ride to Salisbury Beach
State Park where the snow
was incredible, with 10
foot high banks in spots.
As I was driving down
the road towards the gate
house, I spotted a large
raptor coming towards
me. The size of the bird
was impressive. My first
thought, a Peregrine...no,
too big. Red-tail...no, too
fast. Then holy ----, it’s the
Gyr flying up and over my
truck like she was saying
“hi” to me. I jumped out
and watched her circle up
and over the marsh before
heading back towards
Hampton. I had now seen
the bird in three states: not an easy feat—I think that she came
looking for me. With all of the snow and stormy weather, I bet
she spent a fair amount of time on Plum Island without being
seen, because the island was impassable. One reliable birder had
reported a Gyr sighting on the outer Cape in December. If so, her
hunting ground was about 300 square miles, including the states
of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Maine. A little research
by Paul Roberts found that in the high Arctic, the Gyrfalcon will
travel about 2,000 miles and winter out on the pack ice before
flying back to its nesting area.
I am in awe of this bird, truly the King of all Falcons. How lucky
I was to have seen the white phase Gyrfalcon on Hampton Beach
in 2014, only to be blessed a second year in a row with this dark
phase counterpart. Maybe next year, I will see the two of them
together, if only… What a dream! 

A Year Among the Cooper’s Hawks of Cambridge
by Brian Rusnica, EMHW Member

T

he Cooper’s Hawk may be a common raptor in the
Massachusetts ecosystem, but I find their stealthy demeanor
to be incredibly alluring. From the densely populated streets of
Cambridge, I spent many fortunate hours of the last year in the
presence of this engrossing, secretive hawk.
Fall ’14
In reflecting on my crash-course year as an EMHW member,
I think about my first close encounter at Wachusett Mountain.
A big, juvenile Cooper’s Hawk—between the towers, just over
the tree line—changed everything and got me obsessed with
hawkwatching.
As migration season
ended, I walked to work as
often as possible, looking
for hawks during the
waning daylight hours.
In East Cambridge, I’d
sometimes linger around
a stretch of railroad
tracks near a pigeon
roost. One November
morning, I was caught off
guard as the 100-strong
flock of pigeons flushed
in an explosion of
clapping
wingbeats.
A thin, brown missile
came in low and wheeled
around behind, changing
direction
impossibly
fast. The flock banked in panicked unison, gaining altitude to
evade their pursuer: a long-winged accipiter. Wow! My first of
many Cooper’s Hawk attacks at this spot that would leave me
breathless.
Winter ’15
Every morning, I’d come back to the tracks and observe in the
cold. December wore on, snow piled ever upwards, but the
Coops - at least 5 regulars - kept coming. Some days, I’d find
them lurking in a bare branch on an ambush, while other days, I
only had to wait them out before an aerial assault was launched.
Week after week, the winter intensified. Brutal two-day storms
dumped feet of snow; yet after every one, the hawks returned,
trying to capture enough energy to make it through the next
blizzard. Tough, resilient birds.
On a warm February morning, I came to the tracks as a Blue Jay
scolded above a small pine grove. Beneath it, a massive female
Coop was taking apart a pigeon with bold abandon. I climbed
thigh-deep into a snowbank to capture the sequence unfolding.

The photos showed a primal drive and ferocity that was affecting.
A week later, the same bird made another catch—darting down
the street, turning sharply around a blind corner to surprise the
hapless prey. Brutally effective.
Spring ’15
As the snow receded, I saw fewer hawks at the tracks. I wandered
around the city, hoping to catch courtship, mating or nest
building behaviors without luck.
In mid-April, I got a tip on some hawks in a small dog park on the
Cambridge/Somerville
border. On my first visit,
I was immediately halted
by a sharp call above
me. A female Coop!
I tracked her to a tall
white pine and a dark
mess of twigs formed a
bowl beneath her perch.
Here, well hidden above
a private yard in urban
Cambridge, an active
nest!
The next morning, I saw
her mate and the first
of many food transfers.
Dark feathers rained
down as the female
stripped the prey at the
‘plucking post’: a bare
branch away from the nest. I became immersed in the behavior of
the pair. Territorial skirmishes with taunting crows. Maintenance
work on the nest (including flanks of bark). Shift changes while
the female hunted or bathed in a street puddle. Ambush and
obstacle hunting. Different vocalizations. Casting. I’ve gathered
dozens of memorable photos of the pair, undisturbed by the
bustle of city life below them. What a way to spend the spring!
I tried to visit, at least briefly, every day. On June 5, a new
behavior. Instead of her usual eating routine, the female took her
meal back to the nest. Perched on the edge, she pulled strips of
flesh and dropped them into tiny, unseen mouths below. Nest
feeding! Eggs have hatched! By June 10, I counted a clutch of
four, fluffy white chicks. And now, as July approaches, the adults
are working overtime to keep their young growing.
As summer wears on, I’ll be keeping a close eye as this new
generation faces the daunting first year of their lives. In time,
they’ll develop the agility, ferocity and toughness that it takes to
make it as a Cooper’s Hawk. 
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There’s No Place Like Home
by Maryellen Stone, EMHW Board Member

W

e all have times when jobs, family responsibilities, illness
or even ridiculous weather (winter of 2015 anyone?) keep
us close to home, sometimes for weeks at a time. What to do
when you just can’t get out to your favorite birding spots?
Why not bird in your own backyard? We live in a variety of
locations and habitats; large or small there are sure to be birds
to watch. Most of us with any sort of outside space have made
it friendly and inviting to birds and wildlife. Taking time before
the start of a busy day or relaxing in your own backyard at the
end of a long one can be
enjoyable and rewarding
through all seasons of
the year.
We are encouraged
in many ways to bird
our own backyards.
eBird encourages us
to design, bird and
report on a consistent
patch, a place that
you will observe often
throughout the year.
For many, the “patch”
includes our backyard.
The value of reporting
birds from your own
backyard may seem silly,
however consistent observation means that trends are seen and
rarities are noticed and reported. Many birders are able to see
rarities and life birds in our area when alert and knowledgable
homeowners report these birds and then welcome sometimes
dozens of birders to their homes to see them.
Looking for some indoor birding activities? On a designated
weekend in February, the Cornell Lab of Ornithology and
the National Audubon Society sponsor the Great Backyard
Bird Count. Birders are encouraged to report the birds in
their backyards from anywhere in the world, throughout the
weekend. This “creates a real-time snapshot of bird populations.”
Those participating can count for as little as fifteen minutes
during the four day period. Reporting these counts provides
valuable information to researchers and scientists about species
occurrence, leading to plans for protecting birds and the
environment we share. The 2015 GBBC was the event’s 18th year
with over 140,000 participant observations online, “creating the
largest instantaneous snapshot of global bird populations ever
recorded.”
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Cornell Lab’s Project Feeder Watch is all about backyard birding.
It is a winter-long survey of birds that visit feeders in backyards,
nature centers, community areas and other locations in North
America. People are encouraged to participate by observing
feeders from the beginning of November through the beginning
of April. Instructions are provided to collect data about species
numbers and numbers of birds, including information about
snow cover and weather at the time of the observations. The data
from this project provides scientists with information about the
movements of bird populations and trends in the distribution
and abundance of birds.
Need help creating a
welcoming habitat for
birds and other wildlife?
The National Wildlife
Federation offers the
Certified
Wildlife
Habitat
program,
which outlines the four
criteria needed to create
an inviting wildlife
habitat and provides
information on how
to create them. Once
you have developed
and documented your
backyard habitat you can
apply for certification.
Locally, the MASSBIRD list serve encourages birders to share
their bird sightings in the field and at home. My favorite
MASSBIRD posts are the “blizzard day” posts when someone
starts the thread and we all contribute to a list of species seen in
our own backyards during storms. Many people keep lists of the
birds seen in their own backyards. I’m always impressed when I
read a report that says “yard bird #299!”
This winter the blizzards brought us two new yard birds. A
beautiful Fox Sparrow-Red, appeared after the first blizzard and
stayed at our feeders throughout the winter, attracting a second
Fox Sparrow later. An American Tree Sparrow made a one day
appearance before moving on. As I’m writing this on the first
day of summer, I am hearing a new yard bird, a Wood Thrush,
singing in our woods out back.
There are many ways that we can enjoy and share our backyard
birds. Excuse me while I go outside and click my heels together
quietly. There’s no place like home... 

Directions to the Annual Meeting
Woburn Elks Lodge
295 Washington Street
Woburn, MA 01801
From the North: Take I-95 South (MA- 128 South) towards Waltham to exit 36 for Washington Street Woburn. Merge right

onto Mishawum Road then turn right on Washington Street. The Elks Lodge is 0.7 mi on the left at #295 (just
after Sal’s Pizza).

From the South: Travel I-93 North (Boston) and take exit 36 (Stoneham/Woburn). Turn left onto Montvale Avenue, then right
at the Hess gas station to Washington Street. The Elks Lodge is 1.1 miles on the right at # 295 (next to Sal’s
Pizza).

From the West: Take I-95 North (MA-128 North) toward Peabody. Take exit 36 toward Woburn/Winchester. After traffic

light, turn right onto Washington Street (south). The Elks Lodge is 0.8 mi on the left at #295 (just after Sal’s
Pizza).
There is plenty of free parking behind the Elks Lodge.
Additional free parking is available behind Sal’s Pizza in the mall next door (north).

2015 Treasurer’s Report
by Lynette Leka, EMHW Treasurer

Beginning Balance (6/30/14) $ 9,762.26 (165 paid memberships)
Income

Expenses

Memberships (178 paid memberships)
Donations

3,139.00
102.00

Raffle
Silhouette Guide Sales
Car Magnet Sales

557.00
75.00
595.00

Interest

.75

Honorarium
Hall Rental

-200.00
-500.00

Refreshments
Hall Deposit
Annual Meeting Total

-194.48
-300.00
(1,194.48)

Production
Printing
Postage
Newsletters Total
Eagle Festival
Birders’ Meeting
Conferences Total

-200.00
-318.75
-140.00
(658.75)
-50.00
-119.00
(169.00)
-144.90
-100.00
-96.82
-1,250.00
-200.00
-25.00

Annual Meeting

Newsletters

Conferences

Car Magnets
P.O. Box
Office Supplies
Funding
Donations
Business Permit
Total Income

4,468.75

Total Expenses

-3,838.95

Ending Balance (6/30/15) $ 10,392.06 
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Message from the President (continued from page 1)
initiative that targets methane burners and their harmful effects on birds of prey. Her Raptor Retrofit Project equips live utility poles
with anti-nest devices or alternative nesting platforms to prevent electrical outages and raptor kills. These enterprises have saved
untold lives of raptors, while educating the public about the dangers that have had deleterious effects on wildlife.
The Mass Audubon Wellfleet Bay Wildlife Sanctuary has also received funding to promote their Pilgrim Heights Hawk Watch in
Truro. Pioneered by Don Manchester and Melissa Lowe, this site has enjoyed many unusual sightings, including the four Swallowtailed Kites discovered by Don and Michael Brokenshire this past spring.
The Hawk Migration Association of North America (HMANA), worthy of our support as well, was established in 1974, and has been
a driving force in spearheading an active interest in raptors and their conservation. After World War II, the Bald Eagle, Osprey and
Peregrine Falcon species were decimated and in steep decline due to DDT. Gigantic efforts were made to preserve these species, and
over time have been successful. Hawk watch sites, established across the nation and in Canada, have provided their migration data
to HMANA for recording and analysis that helps to assess the current population trends. EMHW has been on the forefront in this
endeavor, as Paul Roberts launched the first annual hawk watch at Wachusett Mountain on September 13, 1978. The progression
towards an official calculation and recording of the migrating raptors seen came naturally to Paul. By virtue of these efforts, EMHW
has been contributing the Wachusett Mountain database to HMANA for the past 37 years and counting!
The Raptor Population Index (RPI) is HMANA’s effort to establish an indicator for migratory raptors. “Eyes on the Skies” was a
fundraising campaign to pay for computer and other work necessary to complete a major objective with the publication of “The
State of North America’s Birds of Prey.” This was the first attempt to establish baseline trends for migratory raptors, and EMHW was
supportive of this goal. RPI is still the only project to track population trends of migratory raptors, using the hawk counts provided
by observers like us.
The members of EMHW can be proud of the conscientious funding that we have provided for worthy recipients, and it is our hope
to continue well into the future. 

Book Review

by Steve Olson, EMHW Board Member

American Kestrel: Pint-Sized Predator
By Kate Davis

T

his is Kate Davis’ fourth book in her series about raptors in the Western part of
the United States. Her focus is on the American Kestrel, which was once dominant
throughout North America. For reasons unknown to environmentalists, this little falcon is in decline in certain parts of the country. However, in the Midwest, the bird is
actually increasing in numbers.
Davis’s approach is pretty straightforward. The first chapter details the various traits
and differences between the males and the females. The second chapter describes their
feeding habits, that consist of mostly insects (74%) and very small rodents. She then
moves on to the birds’ breeding behavior and raising of their young. As for migration,
Kestrels that have lived in open ranges (fields and such), tend to journey south for areas
of more protection. Other Kestrels in wooded areas may not migrate and stay through
the cold weather, which may cause problems if the winter months become severe.
While there is no single factor, the book concludes that there may be a variety of reasons that have contributed to the Kestrel’s
decline. They include urbanization fragments such as shopping malls, housing subdivisions, and removal of old trees that provide
nesting cavities. Davis details the positive effect of nest boxes which may be helping these falcons to survive.
As usual, Kate Davis and her photographer, Rob Palmer, have created a beautiful photo album about the American Kestrel. The
photography is stunning and absolutely gorgeous. The book is an ideal introduction to this small falcon for beginners and experts
alike. The glorious photos are one reason alone to own this delightful book. It comes highly recommended and would make a great
gift for any bird lover. 
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Barre Falls Dam - Fall 2014
by Donna Schilling, Contributor and Counter
BARRE FALLS DAM HAWK WATCH
Fall 2014 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Black Vulture
Turkey Vulture

51
238.5
0
141

Osprey

75

Bald Eagle

73

Northern Harrier

20

Sharp-shinned Hawk
Cooper’s Hawk
Northern Goshawk
Red-shouldered Hawk
Broad-winged Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk

484
84
6
25
6,839
151

Rough-legged Hawk

0

Golden Eagle

1

American Kestrel

82

Merlin

17

Peregrine Falcon

11

Unidentified Raptors

46

Total

8,055

F

east or Famine…All hawk watchers know that expression! We sit,
impatiently, through the “famine” days, then rejoice at the feast, those
precious days when our skies are filled with raptors. Fortunately, 2014 did
not disappoint, and Barre Falls Hawk Watch recorded our third highest
count in ten years.
Observers Dave Grant, Donna Schilling, Bill LaFleche, and Don Gardella
kicked off the season on September 7. Cooler-than-normal temperatures
and generally northwest to northeast winds prevailed though September
24, ideal for hawks and hawk watchers. During those 18 days, we
recorded 7,090 raptors, including 6,757 Broad-wingeds, 29 Ospreys, 51
Bald Eagles, 156 Sharp-shinneds, and 40 American Kestrels. Peak Broadwinged flights occurred on two consecutive days, September 14 and 15,
with 2,270 on the 14th, and 2,374 on the 15th.
September 15’s flight was remarkable. Broad-wingeds lifted off early,
and continued strong until 11 a.m. EST. We recorded 995 hawks in
2.5 hours, so when the flight dropped off, we were not surprised. But
suddenly, at 1:00 p.m., there were more – many more! A river of Broadwingeds, moving rapidly across the western sky, yielded an astonishing
total of 1,331 hawks in only 15 minutes. Simultaneously, Tom Swochak at
Shatterack Mtn. in Russell, MA, recorded 2,250 Broad-wingeds in just 20
minutes (1:20-1:40 p.m. EST), with those birds also following a narrow
path, high and slightly south of his lookout. Although an excellent flight
was observed at many hawk watches on September 14, these concurrent
flights at sites 45 miles apart suggest another vast movement of Broadwingeds on September 15, which was not captured by most Southern
New England hawk watches.
Of course, such a feast must end…and famine characterized the
mid-season migration. Beginning in the last week of September and
continuing through the third week of October, temperatures rose, rain
fell, and winds turned generally unfavorable. With average coverage (80
hours) in this period, we recorded only 572 migrants, about 50% of our
5-year average and even lower than 2013’s mid-season results (649).
Low numbers during this usually productive period affected the season’s
totals, which for Osprey, Northern Harrier, Sharp-shinned and Cooper’s
Hawks, American Kestrel, and Merlin, were 60% or more below our
5-year average.
Following a frontal passage on October 24, seasonable weather returned
and winds blew generally from westerly directions. The last six days of
October yielded the highest season-to-date counts of accipiters, Redshouldereds, and Red-tails. From October 25 through December 2, we
tallied 393 late-season migrants, including 11 Northern Harriers, 155
Sharp-shinneds, 33 Cooper’s Hawks, 17 Red-shoulders, 123 Red-tails,
and 12 American Kestrels. Kudos to Dave Grant, who persevered to the
end, staffing the site alone on 10 days (32 hrs) during the late season. 
Barre Falls Hawk Watch Site Leader emeritus, Barton D. Kamp, has
stepped back from regular on-site participation. Hawk watchers
throughout Massachusetts, and especially those of us at Barre Falls,
stand in awe of Bart’s decades of steadfast service.
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Wachusett Mountain - Fall 2014
by Steve Olson, Wachusett Mountain Site
Co-Coordinator and EMHW Board Member

A

fter the historic Fall Migration of 2013, no one expected a
repeat of those numbers in 2014 at Wachusett Mountain. Still,
the number of migrating raptors was significantly higher and very
impressive, with a total count of 18,475 for the season. 2014 also set
a record for the number of days that observers were on the summit,
as well as the number of hours spent in observation. Along with
Co-Cordinator Rod Chase, we had spectators from August 20th
up through November 5th. Of course, the most commonly asked
question is when the bulk of the Broad-Wing Hawk migration will
occur. In 2013, 30,000 Broad-Wings passed by the summit between
September 13th and September 18th. In 2014, 16,228 Broad-Wings
flew by Wachusett between September 12th and September 24th. A
new record of 189 mature and immature Bald Eagles was established
during this period. However, the most amazing statistic was set with 3
confirmed sightings of Golden Eagles migrating south! There were also
increases in the number of Ospreys, Sharp-shinned Hawks, American
Kestrels, and Black Vultures migrating around the mountain.

WACHUSETT MTN. HAWK WATCH
Fall 2014 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Black Vulture

48
322.5
5

Turkey Vulture

157

Osprey

239

Bald Eagle

189

Northern Harrier

29

Sharp-shinned Hawk

573

Cooper’s Hawk

115

This was the third year that the fire tower platform was extremely
helpful in following the migrating birds. In particular, September
proved to be a great time for observation. Only two or three days
were lost to rainy weather. For the most part, the wind came from the
Northwest or the West. The ideal wind from the Northeast was not as
prevalent, but was present during the height of the migration.

Northern Goshawk

Once again, Wachusett Mountain was the mecca for hawk enthusiasts.
The last two seasons have proven to be milestones for the fall raptor
migration. Commencing August 20, 2015, the members of Eastern
Mass Hawk Watch will begin their annual fall count on the summit.
We look forward to seeing many observers and visitors who will join
us to participate in this phenomenon of nature. 

Rough-legged Hawk

1

Golden Eagle

3

Red-shouldered Hawk
Broad-winged Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk

American Kestrel

12
16,750
50

157

Merlin

35

Peregrine Falcon

39

Unidentified Accipiters

21

Unidentified Buteos

3

Unidentified Falcons

5

Unidentified Eagles

0

Unidentified Raptors

84

Total

12

8

18,475

Mount Watatic - Fall 2014

by Tom Pirro, Mount Watatic Site Coordinator
and EMHW Member
MOUNT WATATIC HAWK WATCH
Fall 2014 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours

4
22.75

Osprey

18

Bald Eagle

12

Northern Harrier

3

Sharp-shinned Hawk

32

Red-shouldered Hawk

8

Broad-winged Hawk

3,388

Red-tailed Hawk

17

American Kestrel

13

Peregrine Falcon

1

Unidentified Raptors

4

Total

3,486

T

he first coverage date of September 13th was a day with heavy
cloud cover, which generally doesn’t bode well for a big flight.
However, there was nice 5mph breeze from the northeast, perfect for
this site, and just enough solar energy penetrating the clouds to give
the birds some lift. The day’s flight began modestly, with 53 migrants
the first hour (9-10am) and then a strong push of 800 birds for each of
the next 2 hours, followed up by another 200 more before the rain set
in. I’m always fascinated to watch raptors, or any other soaring bird, be
lifted up into the clouds and out of sight; and even more mesmerized,
to watch them “fall out” of the cloud deck and back into view. This was
a special day!
September 14th saw another strong flight of over 1500 raptors under
brighter skies. Actually, it was a perfect sky, with a great mix of clouds
(to see the birds against) and sun (for lift). The wind was from the
northwest, and the bulk of the raptors passed to the east of the mount,
some “flickering” in and out of view in the scope. During the first
hour of observation 467 passed, followed by 588 the next hour, and
then just a trickle past during the remainder of the day. Basically, the
afternoon was an exercise of confirming where they weren’t! Clearly,
based on reading the other reports from Pack Monadnock (with
~900) and Wachusett (with 7,700), “where they were”, wasn’t here and
that the flight had traveled to the east and out of view.
There were only two other days of coverage: September 20, a slow
day with fairly strong southwest wind, and later in the season on
November 14th. The November date was a bit late for peak Red-tail
and Red-shouldered Hawks (not to mention the crow migration),
but no less then 17 “Tails” and 8 “Shoulders” helped pass a cold but
enjoyable day. 

© Shawn Carey
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Pinnacle Rock - Fall 2014

by Craig Jackson, Pinnacle Rock Site Leader
and EMHW Board Member

A

fter two very disappointing years, the fall hawk count at Pinnacle
Rock bounced back somewhat with a total that was 35 raptors
short of the 14-year average of 286 birds. Once more this total was
achieved essentially by one good day (October 19), when 92 total
migrating raptors were seen, and the following weekend when 72
more raptors were observed. In fact, over 2/3 of the total number of
Sharp-shinned Hawks and over 3/5 of the total number of migrating
raptors were seen on these three days! [Since this is almost totally a
weekend-only site, we don’t know if this migration continued through
the week and/or if other weekdays had significant numbers.]

PINNACLE ROCK HAWK WATCH
Fall 2014 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours

22
99.25

Turkey Vulture

8

Osprey

9

Bald Eagle

5

While Sharp-shinned numbers were close to average, the numbers
of Ospreys, Red-tailed Hawks, and American Kestrels were lower.
Relatively low numbers of Osprey in September did not increase
substantially in October, and an expected larger migration of Redtailed Hawks in November did not materialize. Since my greatest
number of Red-tailed Hawks occurred late in the month of November,
it’s possible that the warmer weather we had in November delayed
their migration.

Northern Harrier

4

Red-tailed Hawk

11

As usual, there were few birds migrating in September, with an
adult Peregrine on September 28 being the only highlight, and only
18 raptors seen migrating. A week later, October 5, was the first of
four days that was in double figures. Although not a large number of
birds, there was a fair variety with eight different species being seen. In
addition to the 14 accipiters, there were also single Ospreys, Northern
Harriers, Bald Eagles, and Merlins, as well as 2 Red-shouldered
Hawks and 2 Peregrine Falcons. Columbus Day weekend usually is
quite productive, but this year the winds were wrong, being from the
east and south. Nevertheless, although very few raptors were seen
on October 13, we did witness a significant migration. Over 2,100
Double-crested Cormorants, about 120 Cedar Waxwings, and about
60 Canada Geese were observed migrating. Even more exciting was
a Snow Goose migrating with the last skein of geese, the first Snow
Goose ever observed at this site.

American Kestrel

8

Merlin

5

Peregrine Falcon

4

Unidentified Accipiter

6

Unidentified Falcon

3

Unidentified Raptors

11

October 19 promised to be a good day for hawks with winds from the
west and northwest, and did not disappoint. In eight hours, 92 raptors
were observed migrating, with 61 of those being Sharp-shinned
Hawks, as well as 7 other different species. Migration continued
the following weekend with another 72 birds total on Saturday and
Sunday. The total number of Sharp-shinned Hawks over the two
weekends was 107, with 164 migrating raptors being seen overall.
As usual, the month of October witnessed the greatest numbers of
migrating hawks – 140/146 Sharp-shinned Hawks, and over 4/5 of all
raptors seen.
My thanks to Lorene Melvin and Jack Miano who helped count hawks
at this site. Finally, anyone seeking further information about Pinnacle
Rock or what has been seen there can go to hawkcount.org where 14
years of records can be examined. 
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Sharp-shinned Hawk
Cooper’s Hawk
Red-shouldered Hawk

Total

146
28
3

251

Barre Falls Dam - Spring 2015
by Donna Schilling, Contributor and Counter
BARRE FALLS DAM HAWK WATCH
Spring 2015 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours

16
69.0

Black Vulture

0

Turkey Vulture

8

Osprey

53

Bald Eagle

15

Northern Harrier
Sharp-shinned Hawk

5
35

Cooper’s Hawk

4

Northern Goshawk

0

Red-shouldered Hawk

7

Broad-winged Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk

Golden Eagle

1

Accipiters were scarce, with only 35 Sharp-shinned Hawks and
4 Cooper’s Hawks recorded, down 54% and 75% from average,
respectively. However, Ospreys (53), Bald Eagles (15), and Northern
Harriers (5) were recorded in numbers close to the 5-year averages,
while totals for American Kestrels (30) and Merlins (6) were above
average. 

30

Merlin

6

Peregrine Falcon

1

Total

Our first Broad-winged Hawk circled above delighted observers on
April 12, calling to announce its arrival. During the count period, we
recorded 281 Broad-wingeds, much better than 2014’s record low, but
55% below the 5-year average. The high count of 85 Broad-wingeds
occurred on April 16, with east-southeast winds, when Dave and Jim
also observed a Golden Eagle. Hawks defied conventional wisdom
again on April 29, when northeast winds brought 64 Broad-wingeds
and the season’s only Peregrine.

26
1

Unidentified Raptors

pring at Barre Falls began auspiciously on April 2, when Dave Grant
and Jim Emerton greeted the season’s first Ospreys. These longdistance migrants—true harbingers of spring—were accompanied by
a Bald Eagle, 4 Red-shouldereds, 10 Red-taileds, and an adult Roughlegged Hawk. This was our first spring Rough-legged since 2011.

281

Rough-legged Hawk

American Kestrel

S

15

488
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Pilgrim Heights - Spring 2015

by Donald Manchester, Pilgrim Heights Site Leader
and EMHW Member

A

nother spring hawk watch at Pilgrim Heights in North Truro is
in the bag and, like last year, easterly winds prevailed, keeping
migrant raptors from venturing onto Cape Cod in any numbers. The
days and hours were up from last year, but the hawks-per-hour tally
was down.
Fifteen species were observed over the hawk watch period. A
highlight of the season was a total of eight Mississippi Kites seen over
the months of May and June. Over my seventeen-year tenure at the
site, I have now seen 80 Mississippi Kites! Pilgrim Heights has become
somewhat of a reliable location for these birds on the right wind and
weather conditions.
The other highlight was an unexpected Swallow-tailed Kite that went
by early in the morning on April 18, heading north. This was only the
second Swallow-tailed Kite that I have seen at Pilgrim Heights over the
past seventeen years. What was really unusual about this particular
bird was that I saw it on the last day that four lingering Swallow-tailed
Kites were seen. This group had been hanging around South Truro,
just seven miles south of the hawk watch since April 12. But only one
of them graced Pilgrim Heights with its presence.
Non-raptors of note were a Sandhill Crane that flew by going south
about 20 minutes after the Swallow-tailed Kite had gone north. A pair
of Common Ravens were also seen quite frequently throughout the
season.
Having two species of Kites recorded at the site in the same year was a
first, and made up for a rather mediocre season. 
Special: 1998-2015 Pilgrim Heights
spring migration summary on page 18 →

PILGRIM HEIGHTS HAWK WATCH
Spring 2015 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Black Vulture
Turkey Vulture
Osprey

16

1
486
62

Bald Eagle

9

Mississippi Kite

8

Swallow-tailed Kite

1

Northern Harrier

9

Sharp-shinned Hawk

108

Cooper’s Hawk

23

Red-shouldered Hawk

12

Broad-winged Hawk

226

Red-tailed Hawk

65

American Kestrel

83

Merlin

31

Peregrine Falcon

2

Unidentified Raptor

3

Total

© Don Manchester

35
142

1,129

Plum Island - Spring 2015

by Ted Mara, Plum Island Site Coordinator and
Paul Roberts, EMHW Founder and Board Member
PLUM ISLAND HAWK WATCH
Spring 2015 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Black Vulture
Turkey Vulture
Osprey
Bald Eagle
Northern Harrier

23
147.25
2
182
63
0
108

Sharp-shinned Hawk

46

Cooper’s Hawk

13

Northern Goshawk

1

Red-shouldered Hawk

2

Broad-winged Hawk

6

Red-tailed Hawk

10

Rough-legged Hawk

0

Golden Eagle

0

American Kestrel
Merlin

247
43

Peregrine Falcon

4

Unidentified Accipiters

3

Unidentified Buteos

0

Unidentified Falcons

6

Unidentified Raptors

8

Total

744

T

he 2015 spring hawk migration at Plum Island was one of the most
disappointing in the last decade. The main cause was weather.
According to EMHW weatherman and founder Paul Roberts, the
culprit was a huge low- pressure system. It stalled over Atlantic Canada
and then the northwest Atlantic for several weeks. It was high enough
that we were on the lower backside, so had days of dry northwest
winds which are typically good for migration. But these were cool,
primarily dry winds coming directly out of eastern Canada, whereas
there were totally different weather systems passing to the south of us
and shooting out into the Atlantic. Birds did not have favorable winds
for migration during the day.
Forty five percent of the migration occurred during the weekend of
April 11 and 12. Most species were down significantly with only the
Osprey holding near its average count. Migration exceptions were the
Black and Turkey Vultures. Recorded on the watch for the first time
were two Black Vultures. An annual total of 182 Turkey Vultures was
by far our highest count ever. Almost all vultures used the western
ridge (following Route 1A) of the hawk watch for their migration
route. (Historically, observers have not closely monitored vulture
movement on that ridge due to staffing limitations.) Unusual migrants
were a Northern Goshawk, six Broad-winged Hawks, and two Redshouldered Hawks.
Another factor difficult to assess is the effect of the severe, snow-filled
and unusually cold winter experienced on the East Coast this year. Our
most abundant migrants—Kestrels, Sharpies and Merlins—winter
primarily in the central and southern part of the temperate eastern
United States. Snowfall was at record levels in much of that area this
winter, along with several severe ice storms that lasted for days in the
mid to deep South. Likely many wintering raptors had to move farther
south in mid-winter or perish, so there is a concern that a number of
our migrant raptors might not have survived. Regrettably, there are
few spring sites in the east to meaningfully compare counts. We will
likely learn more when we see what the fall 2015 migration of those
species is like, i.e., if there is a notable decline in their fall numbers.
The best thing to come out of this watch is a steady building of our
nucleus group of observers. Regular core observers were Bob Secatore,
Dave Goodine, Maryellen Stone, Paul Roberts, Ted Mara, and Ursula
Goodine. Other observers were Brian Rusnica, Craig Jackson, John
Cannizzo, Judd Nathan, Katherine Chihowski, Mark Schoene, Tom
Graham, and Tom Wetmore. Visitors that helped were Chris Godfried,
Doug Chickering, Eric Smith, Geoff Wood, Harry Wales, Jack Miano,
John Hazel, Julie Roberts, Megan McGrath, Pete Duffy, Paul Sullivan,
Phil Brown, Rich Downs, Rick Smulski, Rod Chase, Ryan Schain,
Sophie Wong, Sue McGath, and Sulmaan Khan. 
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Board of Directors Candidate Biographies
Steve Anderson: One mid-September outing to Mount Watatic back in 1980’s got Steve hooked on hawk watching. He has been a long time member of EMHW,
was appointed to the Board several years ago, and currently serves as Recording Secretary. A self-employed carpenter/woodworker by trade, Steve has a great
love of the outdoors. Wilderness camping and canoeing, strumming his vintage Gibson guitar are high on his list of fun things to do.
Craig Jackson has been a member of EMHW since its inception. He began regular fall coverage of Pinnacle Rock in Middlesex Reservation with Dave Brown
in 1996, and since 1999 has kept the official records and been the coordinator of this site. Appointed to the Board of EMHW in 2005, Craig revitalized the Plum
Island Spring Hawkwatch, and from 2007 until 2012 was coordinator of that site. In 2006 he was the first person to document food caching by Sharp-shinned
Hawks. In 2007, he found the first pair of cliff nesting Peregrine Falcons in Eastern Massachusetts since their reintroduction, and over the next two years noted
their behaviors and the successful hatching, fledging, and flights of their first two chicks.
Ted Mara by his own admission, is a hawk junkie. Active as a spotter on Wachusett Mountain in the fall, Site Coordinator at Plum Island during the spring, Ted
has served on the Board for 10 years. He is also a generally out of control walking enthusiast. Other interests include history, genealogy, and Patriots football.
Paul Roberts founded the Eastern Mass Hawk Watch in 1976, and has been a director for 37 years. He chaired the Hawk Migration Association of North America
1980-84, and served on the Board again from 2003-2011. Paul has been President of the NorthEast Hawk Watch since 1994. His leadership has led to the
establishment of hawk watches at Wachusett Mountain, Mount Watatic and Plum Island.
Eric Smith has been bird watching since he was a kid, and especially enjoyed spending time with the raptors on Bird Hill at Drumlin Farm. Now he loves hawk
watching and photographing all of the New England birds of prey. Eric particularly likes observing the spring migration of American Kestrels at Plum Island, and
visiting local Red-tail Hawk habitat. His serious interest in photography began in 2003, and he shares this knowledge by giving workshops and presentations. He
is on the Board of the Menotomy Bird Club and has served as a Board member of EMHW for 7 years.
Maryellen Stone started hawk watching in the 80’s after attending one of Paul Roberts’ Hawk Identification Workshops, and hasn’t stopped since. She was
elected to the EMHW Board in 2013. Maryellen’s favorite Spring hawk watch sites are Pilgrim Heights in Truro and Plum Island in Newburyport. She volunteers at
the Joppa Flats Education Center’s Bird Banding Station, located on the Parker River National Wildlife Refuge. Since retiring, Maryellen enjoys Fall hawk watching
on Wachusett Mountain, and exploring creative ideas in photography.
Pilgrim Heights Spring Migration Summary 1998-2015
Total # Days Covered
Total # Hours Covered
Total # of Hawks
Total # of Species
Species Totals
Black Vulture
Turkey Vulture
Osprey
Bald Eagle
MISSISSIPPI KITE
SWALLOW-TAILED KITE

Northern Harrier
Sharp-Shinned Hawk
Cooper’s Hawk
Northern Goshawk
Red-Shouldered Hawk
Broad-Winged Hawk
SWAINSON’S HAWK
Red-Tailed Hawk
Rough-Legged Hawk
WHITE-TAILED HAWK
American Kestrel
Merlin
Peregrine Falcon
GYRFALCON
Unidentified Raptors
TOTALS
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(For daily totals visit www.hawkcount.org and search “Pilgrim Heights”)

1998
24
113
601
13

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
34
49
59
67
60
80
69
64
82
82
88
90
66
60
36
192
294
315 349.5 290 368.5 311
308
366
329
414
353
240
230 127.5
1,177 1,539 2,462 2,444 1,643 2,447 1,795 1,705 2,605 2,132 2,474 2,684 1,810 1,746 931
14
14
16
14
14
15
15
15
16
16
15
15
14
14
13

2014
26
114
950
14

2015
35
142
1,129
15

1998
0
207
24
2
0
0
27
107
23
3
6
32
0
24
0
0
90
5
1
0
50
601

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
2
2
14
6
2
268
373
647
604
423
691
544
390
740
754
989
954
740
783
60
91
201
177
171
286
132
205
145
135
161
205
83
118
13
27
15
17
22
16
12
13
33
13
24
21
20
22
0
2
6
11
0
6
2
3
10
4
0
9
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
38
32
74
74
36
37
22
25
29
23
21
13
11
6
365
419
629
542
333
559
360
276
590
225
365
530
216
150
66
74
68
86
62
67
68
38
86
53
80
46
32
50
3
5
3
5
0
4
4
2
2
4
2
2
2
0
7
3
7
4
6
8
8
20
8
23
23
15
16
20
145
161
240
412
203
287
300
309
458
488
227
488
217
250
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
38
84
126
105
69
152
139
65
140
89
103
157
84
174
0
0
0
0
3
7
1
0
2
6
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
48
156
285
293
228
248
130
279
241
229
408
122
289
100
41
39
68
60
49
53
54
60
91
50
48
73
67
47
14
9
11
15
3
10
8
12
22
20
11
26
13
12
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
64
80
39
33
16
11
7
6
14
7
9
4
11
1,177 1,539 2,462 2,444 1,643 2,447 1,795 1,705 2,605 2,132 2,474 2,684 1,810 1,746

2014
0
305
93
4
5
0
10
129
26
1
4
182
0
52
0
0
81
34
23
0
1
950

2015
1
486
62
9
8
1
9
108
23
0
12
226
0
65
0
0
83
31
2
0
3
1,129

2013
0
378
61
4
3
0
4
51
21
1
4
224
0
52
0
0
105
22
0
0
1
931
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Membership Form

HAWK WATCH
Name:
Street Address:
City:

State:

Phone #:

Zip:

E-mail:

☐ I am a new member.

☐ I am renewing my membership.

☐ Contact me about helping at hawk watch sites.
Membership Dues:
Dues are for fiscal year September 1 through August 31 of the following year. Dues and gifts are NOT tax-deductible.

cut along dotted line

☐ Supporting $40
☐ Contributing $25
☐ Individual $10
☐ Additional Gift to EMHW $
☐ Additional Gift to EMHW to defray the costs of new Annual Meeting venue $
Total Amount Enclosed: $
Please make checks payable to “EMHW” and mail with this form to:
Eastern Mass Hawk Watch, PO Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950 or bring with you to the Annual Meeting.

Annual Election for Board of Directors
According to the EMHW bylaws, the Board consists of nine directors. There are six nominees on the ballot this
year, with their biographies posted on the previous page. Shawn Carey, Steve Olson and Ursula Goodine were
elected in 2014 for a two year term, so their names are not on the ballot. The members are to vote for three
nominees only, and those elected will serve a two year term. After the election, the six elected Directors will
appoint three “Nominated Directors” to serve a one year term.

EMHW Board Member Ballot
Please vote for only three (3) of the six nominees to appoint them to serve on the Board as “Elected
Directors” for a 2-year term. See the previous page for information about each candidate.

☐ Steve Anderson

☐ Paul Roberts

☐ Craig Jackson

☐ Eric Smith

☐ Ted Mara

☐ Maryellen Stone
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Eastern Massachusetts

HAWK WATCH
P.O. Box 663
Newburyport, MA 01950

Please Note Change in
Annual Meeting Day:

SATURDAY

East er n Massac huse tts

HAWK WATCH

Founded in 1976, Eastern Massachusetts Hawk Watch is an
all-volunteer, member based organization whose mission is to
promote the study, conservation, and preservation of hawks
locally and on a continental scale by monitoring migration
in Massachusetts; to share data for research and conservation
purposes; to promote education and awareness of the
identification of hawks and the issues related to migrating
hawks; and to instill an appreciation for hawks in general.
Current Officers:
President: Ursula Goodine
Vice President: Shawn Carey
Treasurer and Membership Secretary: Lynette Leka
Recording Secretary: Steve Anderson

Thanks
Our sincere thanks to Steve Anderson, Michael
Brokenshire, Shawn Carey, Melissa Lowe Cestaro, Rod
Chase, Ursula Goodine, Sabina Grady, Tom Graham,
Craig Jackson, Lynette Leka, David Lynch, Don
Manchester, Ted Mara, Steve Olson, Tom Pirro, Paul
Roberts, Brian Rusnica, Donna Schilling, Eric Smith
and Maryellen Stone for their contributions to this
Newsletter.
Newsletter Designer & Editor: Sabina Grady,
Grady Creative Services, www.gradycreative.com

Not a Member? Membership Lapsed?
Our annual dues are only $10 and provide you with an annual newsletter which includes spring and fall hawk watch data.
Additionally, the annual meeting alone is worth the value for we always provide exciting and educational speakers. We also host free
identification workshops and other educational programs.
To renew or to become a member, fill out the form on page 19 and send a check made payable to Eastern Mass Hawk Watch,
P.O Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950. Thanks!

